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Improved PBTI Reliability in Junction-Less FET
Fabricated at Low Thermal Budget for

3-D Sequential Integration
Zhicheng Wu , Jacopo Franco , Anne Vandooren , Ben Kaczer, Philippe Roussel , Gerhard Rzepa,

Tibor Grasser , Dimitri Linten, and Guido Groeseneken

Abstract—Junction-less FETs are used as top-tier devices in
a 3-D sequential integration. Due to the low thermal budget
allowed in the 3-D integration, conventional inversion mode FETs
show extremely poor BTI reliability. In contrast, a junction-
less FET shows improved BTI reliability, which is attributed
to the reduced oxide electric field of operation. We observe that
the reliability of junction-less FETs can be further improved
by increasing the channel doping and/or the channel thickness.
Correspondingly, a tradeoff exists between performance (sub-
threshold slope, carrier mobility), reliability, and variability. This
tradeoff is verified in both planar/FinFET structures and can
serve as a device optimization matrix. Furthermore, we use the
non-radiative multi-phonon (NMP) theory, as implemented in the
imec/T.U. Vienna BTI simulation framework “Comphy,” to inves-
tigate the degradation kinetics and show that the stress/recovery
traces measured in inversion mode and junction-less nFETs can
be reproduced with the same set of oxide defect parameters.
This observation confirms that the reliability improvement in
junction-less devices is inherent to their specific operation mode
and not related to the different fabrication flows compared
to standard inversion mode devices. Based on the calibrated
Comphy model, we perform BTI lifetime projections, exposing for
junction-less devices a substantial deviation from the commonly
used power-law voltage acceleration.

Index Terms—3D sequential integration, bias temperature
instability, junction-less FET, semiconductor device reliability,
variability, mobility, lifetime projection.

I. INTRODUCTION

3D SEQUENTIAL integration is a very promising route to
continue increasing the circuit density and functionality. In

this integration scheme, a second-tier (top tier) is stacked and
processed on top of a fully-processed device bottom tier. Since
the bottom tier will also be subjected to thermal steps required
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Fig. 1. Transfer characteristics for IM ref. and JL planar nFETs with different
channel doping and channel thickness, ID is plotted as a function of Vov = VG-
Vth, where Vth is estimated with the maximum transconductance method. The
higher the channel doping, and/or the thicker the channel, the more voltage is
needed to deplete the channel majority carriers and therefore switch off the
device (the arrow indicates the trend from IM to JL, from lower doping/thinner
channel JL to higher doping/thicker channel JL).

for top tier fabrication, any additional high temperature step
for the top tier fabrication will require additional thermal sta-
bility of the bottom tier. The most critical challenge of a 3D
sequential integration is therefore the fabrication of functional
top tier devices within stringent thermal budget restrictions.

Process thermal budget has a crucial role for curing oxide
defects and demonstrating sufficient PBTI reliability [1]. To
circumvent the thermal budget limitations for top tier process-
ing in 3D sequential integration, junction-less (JL) transistor is
investigated as a promising low thermal budget device for top
tier. The JL device was proposed by Colinge et al. in 2010 as
an alternative to conventional inversion mode FETs [2], which
operates instead in the MOS accumulation regime. The chan-
nel current is sustained by the bulk majority carrier, and
therefore a low oxide field is required for operating the device
in on-state, while a negative oxide field is applied to deplete
the channel and switch off the current flow [3], [4].

In this work, we show that the BTI reliability in low thermal
budget planar JL outperforms its inversion mode (IM) coun-
terpart and can be further improved with a higher channel
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Fig. 2. Reliability and performance metrics for planar JL nFETs, includes threshold voltage shift (�Vth), long channel mobility μ and subthreshold slope (SS)
in long channel. The inversion mode device is used as a reference. Values are median numbers measured on at least 10 nominally identical devices.

doping as well as a thicker channel. While a higher chan-
nel doping results in lower mobility and larger variability,
a thicker channel degrades the subthreshold slope; therefore,
a trade-off exists between performance, variability and reli-
ability. This trade-off is verified in both planar and FinFET
structures; however, the latter one shows reduced sensitivity
to channel doping, as the channel depletion width is limited
by the (half) fin width itself. With the simplified two-state
NMP model, as implemented in the imec/T.U. Vienna BTI
simulation framework “Comphy”, we further show that the
stress/relax dynamics in planar nFETs can be fully modeled
with the same set of oxide defect parameters for both JL and
IM planar nFETs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Planar and FinFET JL nFETs, as well as planar IM refer-
ence (“ref.”), were fabricated on 300mm wafer with a gate-last
process, with nominally identical gate stack (SiO2/HfO2/TiN).
All devices featured an EOT of ∼ 0.95nm. The linear transfer
characteristics of large area planar nFETs are shown in Fig. 1,
by shifting the corresponding threshold voltages (extracted
with the maximum transconductance method) to 0V for eas-
ier comparison. A trend can be clearly identified in Fig. 1: as
the channel doping density or the channel thickness increases,
more voltage is needed to pinch-off the channel and to reach
a similar off-state current level. This observation yields the first
consideration: due to the accumulation mode operation, both
channel doping and channel thickness play important roles in
the electrostatics of JL devices.

The eMSM technique is used to characterize BTI
reliability [5]. Large area structures are used to minimize
stochastic variations [6]. In Fig. 2 (a), the BTI-induced thresh-
old voltage shift (�Vth) in planar nFETs was evaluated at
fixed Vov = 1.2V (tstress = 1 ksec) at 125◦C. All JL planar
devices show reduced PBTI with respect to the IM counterpart;
thicker channel and higher channel doping further improve the
PBTI reliability of the JL. The latter observation is particularly
interesting, as for IM devices a higher channel doping results
in a larger oxide electric field at a given stress voltage due to
the larger channel depletion charge [7].

Split-CV measurements were performed on long chan-
nel devices to estimate the carrier mobility. In order to
visualize the intrinsic correlation between the device structural

Fig. 3. Matching coefficient AVtvs. channel doping for planar devices [9].
AVt is obtained on matched pairs and shows increasing trend (i.e., larger Vth
variability) with respect to the channel doping for both planar nMOS and
pMOS, mainly due to random dopant fluctuation (RDF).

design (channel doping and thickness) and the device relia-
bility (PBTI) and performance (carrier mobility, subthreshold
slope), Fig. 2 summarizes the �Vth degradation, the long
channel device mobility μ at fixed mobile charge density
(LG = 10um, N = 5e12/cm2), and the long channel device sub-
threshold swing (SS, LG = 10um, for excluding any different
short channel effects and demonstrate the intrinsic trade-off):
a thicker channel improves the reliability, but significantly
degrades SS, which is due to the reduced gate electrostatic
control over the channel portion that is far away from the
HK/SiO2-Si interface; on the contrary, a higher channel doping
can also improve the reliability with a limited SS penalty; how-
ever, doping impacts the carrier transport, due to the increased
impurity scattering [8], as can be seen from the lower mobil-
ity value extracted. Furthermore, since variability is the major
concern in modern circuits exploiting nanoscale devices, the
increasing device Vth mismatching for increasing channel
doping further complicates the trade-off and impose more
constraints on the junction-less device optimization (Fig. 3).

Junction-less FinFET devices (n-type) are also investigated
for possible implementation in advanced nodes. Similar to
Fig. 2, the reliability and performance metrics for different
channel doping are summarized in Fig. 4. Similar trends can
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Fig. 4. Reliability and performance metrics for JL FinFET (n-type). The slightly better PBTI reliability in FinFET (ND = 6e18/cm3) compared to its planar
counterpart [Fig. 2 (a), ND = 6e18/cm3 and Tsi = 9nm] is mainly due to relative higher thermal budget during post-gate processing. No inversion mode
reference is included in this figure. Values are median numbers measured on at least 10 nominally identical devices.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Reliability and performance metrics for planar JL pFET, showing similar trends as in planar nFET (see Fig. 2). The pFET shows higher sensitivity
of mobility to channel thickness reduction, which might be attributed to the remote scattering from the SiO2 buried oxide impacting the carrier transport
more in pMOS than in nMOS. The inversion mode device is used as a reference (baseline). Values are median numbers measured on at least 10 nominally
identical devices.

be observed: a higher channel doping improves the reliability
but degrades mobility as well as SS. It can be seen in Fig. 4 (c)
that, unlike planar devices which show large SS degradation at
high doping, FinFETs show a limited SS degradation at high
doping.

Finally, for concluding the optimization space (trade-off)
in junction-less devices, planar JL pMOS with same gate
stack are also investigated (Fig. 5). Since we have showed
the performance, reliability and variability trade-off to be sim-
ilar in planar and FinFET n-channel devices, it is reasonable to
expect similar trends also for p-channel JL FinFETs. The vari-
ability enhancement for planar pMOS with increasing doping
density is also shown in Fig. 3.

III. RELIABILITY MODELING AND DISCUSSION

In previous Section, the fundamental trade-off between
performance, reliability and variability in junction-less devices
has been demonstrated. In this Section, we explore the origin
of improved BTI reliability in JL device with respect to its
inversion mode counterpart, as documented in Fig. 6, where
all JL devices show considerable PBTI reliability improvement
compared to IM device, while channel doping and channel
thickness variations in JL devices further modulate their PBTI
reliability.

Fig. 6. PBTI Vth shift (�Vth) evaluated at tstress = 1 ksec (T = 25◦C) vs.
gate overdrive voltage (Vov = VG-Vth) for IM ref. and JL planar nMOS. JL
devices show improved reliability compared to the IM ref. Higher channel
doping, or/and thicker channel further improve the reliability in JL.

To demonstrate that the reliability improvement in JL
devices fully results from the shift of operation regime, i.e.,
from inversion mode to accumulation mode, and to understand
the impact of channel doping and channel thickness on the BTI
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Fig. 7. Oxide electric field calculated from measured capacitance and voltage
curves at 25◦C, according to [11], [14]. Oxide electric field is significantly
lower in JL planar nMOS compared with IM counterpart (in inset).

Fig. 8. Surface potential (�s) and flat-band voltage (Vfb) calculated from
measured capacitance and voltage curves at 25◦C for JL planar nMOS (IM
ref. is shown in the inset), according to [11], [14].

reliability of JL devices, we carefully model the capacitance
vs. gate voltage curves for IM and JL planar nFETs in Fig. 6
(same devices as also listed in Fig. 2) to extract the oxide
electric field as well as the surface potential relations to the
applied gate voltage.

We have chosen to perform this detailed study on planar n-
channel devices for a variety of reasons: 1) a planar structure
allows to use the 1-D Poisson solver implemented in the CVC
Hauser tool [10], to accurately model the C-V characteristics;
on the contrary, for a FinFET structure one would need to
perform a complete TCAD simulation and also account for
geometric effects; 2) since the Debye length is inverse pro-
portional to the channel doping [11], for lowly doped channel,

Fig. 9. BTI Stress/recovery kinetics is modeled with Comphy. A single set of
modeling parameters (defect band configurations) is used for all IM ref. and
JL planar nMOS, while the surface potential vs. VG relation pertaining to each
device type is considered (see Fig. 8). Simulated recovery traces (solid lines)
after individual stress phases of increasing duration at various voltages show
good agreement with the measurement data (symbols). Note: if any difference
in the fabrication process of JL and IM would have resulted in different oxide
quality, it would not be possible to describe all the BTI trends with a single
set of defect parameters.

the summation of Debye length and depletion region width at
back interface may already be comparable with channel thick-
ness (in planar device) or half of the fin width (∼4.5nm, in
FinFET), and therefore Eq. (1) would no longer estimate cor-
rectly the flat-band voltage; 3) nMOS PBTI is dominated by
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high-k defects only [12], which reduces the Comphy modeling
complexity compared to pMOS and ensures accurate lifetime
projections even when model parameters are calibrated with
a limited number of stress measurements as shown here [13].

For the IM ref., the electrostatics is modeled using CVC
Hauser tool. For JL devices, oxide electric field (Eox) and
surface potential (ψ s) are extracted based on the analytical
method proposed in [14] (which neglects quantum mechan-
ics corrections). Of critical importance is to estimate accu-
rately the flat-band (VFB) voltage for JL devices, for which
we use Eq. (1) proposed by [11]. It is worth noting that
Eq. (1) does not rely on accurate knowledge of channel doping
concentration:

VFB = C′′C
C′ + 3

2

(
C

3Vtherm|C′|
)1/2

− 3 (1)

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the extracted Eox and surface potential
�s vs. Vov. A reduction of Eox is observed in JLs compared to
IM ref. at same gate overdrive, which can explain the improved
reliability in JLs. Another unique characteristic of JL devices
is that: for the weak on-state range Vth<Vg<Vfb, the polarity
of Eox is opposite as compared to the strong on-state range
Vg>Vfb; moreover, it is interesting to note that in this volt-
age range (Vth<Vg<Vfb), a larger Vov results in a smaller
|Eox|. This conclusion agrees with our experimental observa-
tion: when JLs are stressed below certain voltages (in our case,
this voltage was always roughly in-line with the calculated
Vfb), no �Vth can be measured (see Fig. 6).

To prove that the same oxide defects are responsible for
the different BTI stress/recovery kinetics measured in JL and
IM devices, we use the compact physical BTI modeling tool
“Comphy” [13], in which the capture/emission of defects
is modeled with a simplified two-state Non-radiative Multi-
Phonon (NMP) model. For all four devices listed in Fig. 6,
the BTI measurement results can be fully reproduced with the
same set of oxide defect parameters, by simply plugging in
the correct surface potential to VG relation extracted exper-
imentally for each device type. A good agreement between
measurement and simulation in Fig. 9 validates the hypoth-
esis that the same oxide defects are responsible for PBTI in
both IM and JL devices, while the latter one benefits from
the reduced Eox at a given gate overdrive voltage. It is also
important to underscore here that for all four cases in Fig. 9,
the defect bands parameters used for the Comphy simulations
are identical, as listed in Table I.

Fig. 10 depicts the calculated trap occupancy at Vov = 1.12V
for both IM and JL devices, according to the calibrated defect
parameters (Table I): despite the large number of High-K
traps as well as their relatively low energy level with respect
to the channel Fermi level (related to the low process ther-
mal budget [15]), a significant reduction of occupied traps is
obtained by moving from inversion-mode to accumulation-
mode channel operation. This suggests that JL devices are
potentially more suitable for low thermal budget 3D sequential
integration, as they relieve the oxide quality requirements for
sufficient PBTI reliability, circumventing one crucial challenge
related to the thermal budget limitations.

Based on the good agreement between measurement and
simulation in Fig. 9, we perform the lifetime projection using
Comphy and compare it with the commonly used power law

Fig. 10. Trap occupancy for IM ref. (top) and JL planar nMOS (bottom,
ND = 6e18/cm3, Tsi = 9nm) simulated with same defect bands configura-
tion (Table I) and corresponding surface potential (Fig. 8). Trap occupancy
probability at Vov = 1.12V varies from 1 (white, occupied) to 0 (red, non-
occupied). At the same stress condition, JL shows much less occupied traps
compared to IM ref. solely due to the reduced operating electric field.

TABLE I
MODELING PARAMETERS (DEFECT BAND CONFIGURATION [13])

USED IN FIG. 9

extrapolation. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the result further
supports our previous observation [16]: empirical lifetime pro-
jection with power law is pessimistic as compared to physics-
based BTI projection. Furthermore, in the particular case of
JL, a power law extrapolation would induce a paradox: for
all JL devices investigated in this work, under the criteria of
�Vth = 30mV at 25◦C for 10-year operation, the maximum
operating overdrive projected with a simple power-law would
be below the calculated flat-band voltage (i.e., at a negative
oxide field), where no measurable �Vth was observed exper-
imentally. Therefore, we notice that BTI extrapolation based
on power-law of the stress gate voltage or overdrive voltage
are fundamentally unsuitable for accumulation-mode junction-
less devices, while a physics-based extrapolation approach,
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Fig. 11. Lifetime projection (25◦C) comparing power-law and physics-based
modeling approaches: symbols represent the measured data (see Fig. 9). Top:
improvement in JL as compared to the IM ref., note the power law approach
shows slightly pessimistic lifetime in IM ref. compared to Comphy modeling.
For the JL device, the power law approach projects a maximum 10-year oper-
ating overdrive below the flat-band voltage. Bottom: higher channel doping
and thicker channel further increase the maximum operating overdrive: power-
law approach fails to distinguish between two very similar devices and again
projects to voltage below flat-band, while the modeling approach projects dif-
ferent maximum operating overdrives for those two devices, which are all
above flat-band and in-line with the trend in Fig. 6 (low overdrive range).

including an accurate estimation of the oxide electric field,
guarantees universal applicability irrespective of the device
operating modes.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, the fundamental trade-off between
performance (mobility, subthreshold slope), reliability
and variability has been demonstrated in n- and p-channel
junction-less devices, including both planar and FinFET
structures: in this device family, higher channel doping
improves the BTI reliability, but degrades the performance,
and exacerbates the variability concern; a thicker channel
improves the BTI reliability, but significantly degrades the
subthreshold slope. A reliability-oriented optimization (higher
doping and/or thicker channel), which degrades performance,
can be compensated by exploiting FinFET structures, which

provides additional electrostatic control thanks to the possi-
bility of fabricating very narrow fins. We demonstrate that
by switching from conventional inversion mode operation to
junction-less devices, which operates in accumulation mode,
the BTI reliability for low thermal budget high-k metal gate
stacks can be significantly improved thanks to the reduced
operating oxide electric field. We systematically investigate
the BTI stress/recovery kinetics by using the two-state NMP
model as implemented in the imec/T.U. Wien “Comphy”
framework and reproduce the measured data in both IM and
JL devices with a single set of oxide defect parameters. We
show that a lifetime projection based on a power-law of
the stress overdrive voltage for JL contradicts experimental
observations and results into a paradox (i.e., insufficient reli-
ability at flat-band voltage, which corresponds by definition
to zero electric field) and is therefore inapplicable for this
device type.
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